
Chapter 3 

3. Problems Due to Capacitor banks in Substations 

Although the capacitor banks arc used by many of the utilities in their substations for local 
requirements such as var control, power factor control, or voltage control, the presence of 
same creates considerable operational difficulties in the network. However those difficulties 
arc not reasons f(H any utility to refrain from using them because their application gives more 
benefits than those difficulties. Although, a complete removal of them from the network is 
difficult, there arc ways to minimize them. The cost involved in minimizing them can be 
justified with the savings. 

Switching transients (voltage & current), harmonic resonance and increasing voltage 
distortion at the point they are connected, are the most important factors to be discussed [2]. 
Switching of the capacitor banks into and out of the system creates heavy switching 
transients. The inherent quality of energy storing in the capacitors and inductors is the main 
reason causing the oscillation in both voltage and currents in the system. 

The other problems are created by the harmonics in the system loads. The harmonic currents 
containing multiple frequency current components force the RLC networks to resonate at 
certain frequencies creating unusual high currents through its components. 

Voltage distortion is an impact going together with the resonance. The high currents drawn at 
resonance create heavily distorted voltage at all levels in the system. Even for very 
insignificant harmonic current levels, the resulting distortion in the system is very high. 
Distorted system voltages create severe mal functionalities causing adverse effects and 
therefore, arc not acceptable by the standards and regulations. 

3.1 Switching inrush 

Switching of capacitors in power networks that consists of capacitive, inductive and resistive 
components creates oscillator transients in the system. In such cases, the redistribution of 
energy associated with circuit components take place to meet new system conditions. Since 
such redistribution of energy in inductors and capacitors does not happen instantaneously, this 
will lead to oscillatory transients until the situation damps to the steady condition. 

Capacitors switching transients arc experienced during single bank switching ( encrgization 
inrush), back to back switching and during switching off The transients are also caused 
during the faults in other feeders while capacitors arc in service in the substations (out rush 
transients). 

The presence of such transients were studied during the simulations of the models developed 
using PSCAD. With the theoretical calculation for single bank switching condition as given 
below, acceptance of developed model for such a transient study can be justified. 

The figure 3.1 below shows a simplified model of a single bank capacitor switching where it 
represents an equivalent voltage source and reactance. By considering the typical circuit 
notations, the above simplified circuit was analyzed as follows [3]. 
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Figure: 3.1 ;"'fodel/in· a single hank sH·itclzing 

Assuming that Xsc is much less than Xc, the steady state voltage across C can be 
approximated to Y111 sin(cot+<D). But capacitor voltage can not be changed instantaneously 
theref\.1re there must be a transient oscillation term to adjust the initial condition voltage 
across C. This vo ltagc across C is given as 

Yc(t) = Y111 Sin(cot+<D)- (Ym Sin<D) Cos C00 t 

The associated current will be 

Ic(t) = coCYm Cos( mt+<D) + (Y111 Sin<D)~(C/Lsc) Sin W0 t where 1/~(LscC) = W0 

It can be shown that the maximum value of inrush current f()r switching at voltage maximum 
can be approximated to 

I rated (X ./X )I'Jl S c sc 

Where Catcd is the rated nns current of capacitor, Xsc is the short circuit reactance at the point 
of application of capacitor 

With these approximations, tor the selected substation having, 

• Xsc = S.lohm (equivalent source impedance) 

• Inrush reactor of0.003H (~ 0.94250) 

• Two transformers in parallel (~.OSpu) 

• Single capacitor bank of 14. 6J1F ( ~ 218.020), 

the per unit representation will calculates the maximum rms switching current at point of 
maximum vo ltagc can be high as eight times. 

The tigurc 3.2 and 3.3 shows the simulation results for same conditions with no load 
connected and gives same results as calculations. 

The sub station selected tor the case study was modelled with PSCAD gives the following 
transient results f()r current and voltages tor single bank switching. This was simulated under 
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no load conditions and fbr hrcakcr closing at a voltage peak point. The peak switching 
currents peak steady current ratio is around 10. 
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The tigurc 3.3 shows the voltage transient during the same single bank switching instance and 
we can see that it goes about to two times the steady state voltage peak. 

ln general, the degree ofthc transient may rise even up to 2.0p.u in voltage and lOp.u. in the 
current [4]. The frequencies ofthese transients are in the order of200 to 800Hz. The extent of 
the transient depends on the fault level of the location of the capacitor, system impedance, 
capacitance of the capacitor etc. These conditions are clearly visible in the selected substation. 
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Interestingly, the switching of the filter bank with a comparatively large reactor reduces these 
impacts. The figures 3.4 & 3.5 show the switching transients of filter bank switching. 
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FiKurc: 3.5 Voltage transient in/iller hank .\Hitching- Panadura CSS -Simulation results 

The above figures indicate that the rise in voltage and current are considerably reduced due to 
the large inductor. This again raises a question to think about the suitability of the inrush 
reactor in the normal bank. However CEB has a practice to first switch the filter banks so that 
the impacts arc less. 

Back to back switching is the incident where a capacitor bank is energized with already 
energized capacitor bank. The above mentioned problem of high valued high frequency inrush 
current and over voltages is made more severe by the presence of already energized parallel 
banks. The similar conditions arc modelled and simulated in the PSC AD model and results 
are shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7 
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Figure: 3.6 Inrush current in hack to hack s~ritching- Panadura GSS -Simulation results 
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Figure: 3. 7 Voltage tmn.1icn1.1 in hack to hack .\·\\itching- Panadum GSS -Simulation results 

All these transients with high amplitudes and frequencies adversely affect the life of the 
breakers and capacitors. The short time rating of breaker as weJI as the capacitor must be 
sufficient to withstand this high frequency inrush current which may last tor several a.c. cycle. 
High frequency current flow in capacitor causes considerable thermal overloading in the 
capacitors. Also, an examination ofthe voltage equation will show that, in the extreme case of 
voltage maximum switching, the instantaneous voltage of the capacitor may reach a 
maximum of 2xVm in the first few a.c cycles. This will lead to severe strain on the capacitor 
dielectric leading to a loss oflite ofthe capacitor. 

The switching transients also can interfere in the others parts of the network and may cause 
insulation damages, equipment damages, mal tripping of protection relays, metering errors, 
tripping of equipment etc. 

The switching off transients, speciaJiy the voltages across the breaker tips also harmful to the 
breakers and capacitors. The PSCAD model was run to see theses effects as well and the 
figure 3.8 indicates how the voltage between breaker tips behaves during the capacitor 
switching off 
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Fixure: 3.8 l'oltage transients across CB during hank opening- Panadura GS'S -Simulation results 

High frequency transients occur during the switching causes problems tor circuit breakers. 
Specially, SF6 circuit breakers have considerable impact due to this. Then, during capacitive 
switching, high voltage possible up to 2.0p.u may appear between the pole tips of the circuit 
breaker. This may cause restrike if the breaker cannot bare such a high transient recovery 
voltage. 

All these effects in transients suggest that the regular or frequent switching of capacitor banks 
is a problem to the network. In CEB system, in some ofthc banks, inrush limiting reactors arc 
fixed but in some cases it is not available. Therefore, it is better if the network can be 
operated with minimum switching operations of the capacitor banks. 

3.2 Harmonic resonance 

Presence of non-linear load that takes non-sinusoidal current from a sinusoidal supply voltage 
LTeates multiple frequency current components in the system loads. Hence, the power network 
currents can contain harmonics if there are nonlinear loads. Loads like saturated transformers 
and machines, welding units, arc furnaces, rectifier and inverter units, battery charging 
equipment, thyristor controlled power converters and motor control equipment, static V AR 
compensators etc. arc nonlinear and introduce hannonic currents into the distribution network 
and elsewhere. 

These harmonic currents flowing in the line impedance produces harmonic voltages along 
with the fundamental frequency voltage at all points in the system. The effects due to tooth 
ripple in generation & machines, variation in air gap reluctance in a synchronous machine, 
non-sinusoidal flux distribution in a generator, magnetizing inrush of transformers etc. also 
create harmonic voltages in the system [5] [6]. 

Irrespective to the reasons tor them to be present, when they are close or equal to the order of 
the resonant tl-equency of the network, then large harmonic currents may be circulated 
between the supply and the capacitor equipment. These currents as same as switching 
transients will do the same adverse effects to the equipment. The figure 3. 9 shows a typical 
frequency scan plot obtained by the PSCAD model run for two ditlerent cap bank transformer 
configurations in Panadura substation. 
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Fixure: 3.9 Frequency scan ohtaincd from PSCAD modcl/!Jr panadura GSS 

The figure clearly shows two distinct frequencies where one shows very high impedance and 
the other like short circuit. Most system loads have harmonics closer to those frequencies. 

3.3 Voltage distortion 

The other severe problem due to these harmonics is the voltage distortion at the point where 
the capacitors arc connected. As in figure 3.9 at the frequencies at which high impedances are 
t(mned, very smaller harmonic current can introduce a high harmonic voltage. The result is 
such that it distorts the system voltage at the point of capacitor connection. 

Voltage distortion beyond critical limits will create unnecessary mal funtions in the system. 
Where the capacitors are concemed, the high voltage harmonics over stress the insulation of 
capacitors and may cause even blowing them. To avoid such occurrences when installing 
capacitor banks in sub stations, the utility has to invest on the detuning reactors as well. The 
selection of those reactors should be done following a study ofthe real system. 

The figure 3.10 shows an example tor measured distortion levels at Panadura GSS tor station 
maximum load with all banks are in ON position, under worst harmonic level content of the 
substation (For around 16% THO). The initial high distortion is due to voltage source time 
constant in the simulation and no need to consider. 
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Figure: 3.10 Voltage distortion a/ 16'!o 111m a/maximum 11\'erage load and Hith all hanks in ON position 
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